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Abstract
Program compilation can be formally de+ned as a sequence of equivalence-preserving trans-
formations, or re+nements, from high-level language programs to assembler code. Recent models
also incorporate timing properties, but the resulting formalisms are intimidatingly complex. Here
we take advantage of a new, simple model of real-time re+nement, based on predicate trans-
former semantics, to present a straightforward compilation formalism that incorporates real-time
constraints. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Compiler correctness is a signi+cant concern for developers of safety-critical systems.
However, verifying an industrial-size compiler has long been recognised as a major
challenge for contemporary formal methods [4]. Instead, in an attempt to improve con-
+dence in compiler quality, numerous attempts have been made to represent the process
of code generation as a formal transformation, or renement [21, 31, 2, 3, 19, 33]. Even
this has proven to be surprisingly challenging, and the results disappointingly com-
plex. Since many safety-critical systems have strict timing constraints, some models
also add the concept of time to the formalism, increasing this complexity even further
[11, 14, 30].
Furthermore, these formalisms di<er markedly from the widely known re+nement
calculus popularised by Morgan [27]. Recently, Hayes and Utting proposed a real-time
formalism for sequential, imperative programs that presents a modest increment on the
established calculus [15, 17]. Also, we have already shown elsewhere that the standard
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re+nement calculus can be used to model compiler code generation [24, 6]. The goal of
this paper, therefore, is to combine these two outcomes to produce a simple re+nement
formalism capable of modelling code generation steps for programs with hard real-time
constraints.
Section 2 de+nes the formal semantics underlying our model and the source and
target languages for our compilation-as-re+nement formalism. Section 3 presents our
real-time ‘compilation laws’, together with proofs of their correctness. Section 4 shows
how the laws can be applied to a small example. Section 5 brieFy outlines how the
resulting ‘intermediate language’ code could be translated into the machine code for
a particular architecture. Section 6 outlines current research issues. Finally, Section 7
summarises our results and contrasts them with related work.
2. Languages
In this section we describe the modelling, source and target languages used for
de+ning our real-time compilation formalism. To support a re+nement calculus, both the
source and target languages must be well-de+ned subsets of the underlying modelling
language.
2.1. Renement semantics
Here we review the semantic basis of program re+nement. Our approach is inspired
by Morgan’s intuitive introduction [27, 28], and Back and von Wright’s extensive treat-
ment of the topic [1].
Let U be a set of variable identi+ers representing the universe of all variables (ex-
cluding annotated, e.g., zero-subscripted, variables). Let PredU be the set of predi-
cates with free variables in U [1, Section 7:1]. Set PredU forms a complete lattice
[1, Section 2.2], ordered by the entailment relation ‘V’. Entailment holds between two
predicates P and Q in PredU if P implies Q for all values of the variable list x˜ that
are free in P and Q [27, Section 2:8:1].
P V Q
def
! (∀˜x • P ⇒ Q)
We write P≡Q when PVQ and QVP.
As usual, the calculus operates on a wide-spectrum language, allowing abstract spec-
i+cations and concrete statements to coexist. The basic language is Dijkstra’s guarded
command language augmented with speci+cation statements. A statement in the lan-
guage may have one of the following forms. Let S be a modelling language statement;
v a variable name in U; T a type; E an expression with variables in U; B a boolean
expression with variables in U; P a predicate in PredU and Q a predicate with possibly
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zero-subscripted variable identi+ers in U; and I an indexing set. Vector notation a˜
indicates a list.
S ::= skip — nil action
| v˜ := E˜ — (multiple) assignment
| S1 ; S2 — sequential composition
| if ( i : I • Bi → Si)  — guarded alternatives
| do ( i : I • Bi → Si) od — (generalised) iteration
| |[var v : T • S]| — (scoped) variable declaration
| v˜ : [P;Q] — speci+cation
Parts of the program yet to developed are de+ned via specication statements, con-
sisting of a frame v˜, which lists those variables that the statement may change, a
pre-condition P, which describes the assumed pre-state, and a post-condition Q, which
de+nes the required post-state. If the pre-condition P is ‘true’ it may be omitted.
A speci+cation with empty frame and post-condition ‘true’ is written as an assump-
tion {P}. A speci+cation with empty frame and pre-condition ‘true’ is written as a
coercion [Q].
Semantically, simple statements can be de+ned directly as speci+cation statements.
For instance, the skip statement is one which changes nothing:
skip
def
! : [true]
The assignment statement is equally simple. It updates variable(s) v˜ to equal expres-
sion(s) E˜. Let E˜ [˜v0 =˜v ] denote substitution of variable(s) v˜ for the corresponding zero-
subscripted variable(s) v˜0 in expression(s) E˜:
v˜ := E˜
def
! v˜ : [˜v = E˜ [˜v0 =˜v ]]
More generally, though, the semantics of our modelling language statements are de+ned
via predicate transformers, i.e., functions from predicates (post-conditions) to predicates
(pre-conditions) [1, Chapter 11]. Let the predicate transformers PTU be the set of all
monotonic functions from PredU to PredU [1, Section 11:2]. Logical operators can be
lifted straightforwardly to become predicate transformer constructors and predicates in
PredU can be treated as constants in PTU.
Set PTU forms a complete lattice ordered by the re+nement relation ‘4’. Seman-
tically, re+nement holds between two predicate transformers S and T whenever S is
stronger than T with respect to the entailment ordering in PredU:
S 4 T
def
! ∀R ∈ PredU • S(R)V T (R)
We write S 
T when S 4T and T 4 S. The top element of the lattice is predicate
transformer , i.e., (R)≡ true. The bottom element is ⊥, i.e., ⊥(R)≡ false.
Normally, however, we wish to express re+nement syntactically, between statements
in our modelling languages. Let <S=I denote the predicate transformer function in PTU
that de+nes the semantics of statement S. Here I is a predicate in PredU used to carry
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Table 1
Semantics of primitive modelling language statements
Statement Semantics
<˜v : [P; Q]=I(R) P ∧I∧ (∀˜v • (Q∧I)⇒R)[˜v=˜v0]
<: [P; Q]=I(R) P ∧I∧ (Q⇒R)
Table 2
Semantics of compound modelling language statements
Statement Semantics
<var v : T • S=I(R) I∧ (∀x • x ∈ T⇒ <S[x=v]=(I∧ x∈T )(R))
<S1;S2=I <S1=I ◦ <S2=I
<if ( i : I • Bi→ Si) =I I∧ (∧ i : I • Bi⇒ <Si =I)∧
((∧ i : I • ¬Bi)⇒⊥)
<do ( i : I • Bi→ Si) od=I I∧ F , where
F(T )def= (∧i : I • Bi⇒ <Si =I ◦ T )∧
((∧i : I • ¬Bi)⇒ <skip=)
invariant information throughout the semantic expression [28]. In particular, predicate I
carries information concerning the types of local variables into the universally quanti+ed
expressions that de+ne the semantics of speci+cation statements. Therefore, given two
statements S1 and S2, a predicate I∈PredU and interpretations <S1=I and <S2=I as
predicate transformers we de+ne re+nement of statements as follows:
S1 I S2 def! <S1=I 4 <S2=I
Thus, the re+nement relation de+nes valid transformations from abstract to concrete
statements, under the contextual information I, as those that preserve desired prop-
erties, while possibly decreasing non-determinism. We write S1I S2 when S1I S2
and S2I S1. Re+nement S1true S2 and interpretation <S=true are often abbreviated as
S1 S2 and <S=. Re+nement with contextual information is monotonic in the following
sense: given a constructor C(S1) in our modelling language, that contains a statement
S1, and the knowledge that S1 is re+ned by statement S2 with context I, i.e., S1I S2,
then we may conclude that C(S1)J C(S2), if JVI. If C is the declaration of a
variable v of type T , then C(S1)J C(S2), if J∧ v∈TVI, provided that v is not
free in J. The proofs in Section 3 make frequent, implicit use of this property.
We can now formally de+ne the remainder of the modelling language statements
introduced above.
Table 1 shows the predicates corresponding to the weakest pre-conditions of our
primitive modelling language statements with respect to some predicate R in PredU [28].
These are speci+cation statements, both with and without frames.
Table 2 shows the semantics of compound modelling language statements. In the
de+nition for a variable declaration with respect to some predicate R, we assume that
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fresh variable x is not free in predicate R or used in statement S or invariant I.
The fact that x is of type T is added to the context of the statement in the scope of
the declaration. Substituting a fresh variable x for v rules out unwanted bindings to
variables v used in the context of the local variable block.
The other compound statements are de+ned as predicate transformers. Sequential
composition of predicate transformers is de+ned using functional composition ‘◦’. Re-
call that functional composition of two predicate transformers S and T , with respect
to some predicate R, is de+ned as follows [1, pp. 51,190]:
(S ◦ T )(R) def! S(T (R))
In predicate transformer expressions, logical operators obey their usual precedence, and
functional composition ‘◦’ binds more tightly than all operators except negation.
An if · · ·  statement can perform any alternative Si for which the corresponding
guard Bi is true. However, if all guards are false, the statement ‘aborts’ [1, p. 224]. To
de+ne a do · · · od statement, we let F represent the least +xed point of the monotonic
predicate transformer function F in PTU. Function F is de+ned such that if a guard Bi
is true then the corresponding statement Si will be executed and the de+nition recurs.
If no guards are true then the statement terminates.
That a +xed point for F exists is a consequence of the Knaster–Tarski theorem [35].
We de+ne a set of ordinal-indexed functions derived from F [1, Section 19:2]. Let ‘id’
be the identity function on predicate transformer lattice PTU:
F0
def
! id
F+1
def
! F ◦ F; for arbitrary ordinals 
F
def
! (∨ ¡  • F); for a limit ordinal 
Fixed point theory then tells us that there exists an ordinal number  such that the
least +xed point F can be found by  applications of F to the bottom predicate
transformer ⊥:
F 
 F(⊥)
2.2. The real-time renement calculus
Here we review a variant of the real-time re+nement calculus [15, 17], which forms
the modelling language for our real-time compilation formalism. Our model is a hybrid
of the standard re+nement calculus and the real-time calculus described by Hayes and
Utting [15, 17].
From the programmer’s perspective, the real-time calculus [15, 17] extends the fa-
miliar, untimed re+nement calculus [27] in three signi+cant ways:
(1) A totally ordered type T is introduced to represent the time domain.
(2) There is a distinguished speci+cation variable , of type T, denoting the
current time.
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(3) Each statement S has a contextual alphabet of state variables visible to S [10]. In
the real-time calculus this alphabet is partitioned into three groups.
(a) The local variables v˜ cannot be observed outside the block in which they
are declared. A local variable v must appear in the frame of a speci+cation
statement if that statement is to change it, and it may appear in zero-subscripted
form v0 in a post-condition to represent its initial value [27].
(b) The input variables u˜ are controlled by the environment of the current program
segment. An input variable u may not appear in the frame of a speci+cation
statement, nor anywhere in zero-subscripted form. Each appearance of an in-
put variable in a pre- or post-condition must be indexed by a time-valued
expression to access the value of the input at that time.
(c) The output variables w˜ are controlled by the current program segment and are
visible to its environment. An output variable w may not appear in the frame
of a speci+cation statement, nor anywhere in zero-subscripted form, and must
be indexed in pre- and post-conditions to specify its value at that time.
Thus, the current time variable  is treated as an ordinary speci+cation variable, as
are local state variables v˜. The only non-standard features are the timed-trace variables
representing inputs u˜ and outputs v˜. However, these are simply free variables in the
weakest-precondition expressions [27, p. 183] de+ning the semantics of the various
modelling language statements.
Formally, input and output variables denote functions from the time domain. When
such a variable is declared with type T , it is semantically interpreted to be a function of
type T→T . These functions trace the history of interactions between the current pro-
gram segment and its environment. Each consecutive statement in a program fragment
accesses, or constrains, a distinct segment of these timed traces [36].
2.3. A real-time programming language
Here we de+ne the source language for our compilation formalism. It consists of
a small, imperative programming language with special real-time statements. For con-
creteness we use an Ada-like syntax (but reserve semicolons for sequential composi-
tion, rather than as statement terminators). Table 3 shows the correspondence between
programming language statements and their underlying modelling language de+nitions
[15, 17]. Here S is a high-level language statement; E an arbitrary expression; B a
boolean expression; and D a time-valued expression. Importantly, B, E and D may re-
fer to local variables only. Predicate P may refer to any variable, including the current
time .
The assignment ‘ := ’ de+nition tells us that the statement may change local variable
v, and will +nish with v equal to the value of expression E evaluated at the time the
statement began. Here E[v0=v] is expression E with occurrences of variable ‘v’, which
is the only variable in the expression whose value may change while the expression
is being evaluated, replaced by ‘v0’. The de+nition also says that the current time
may change, but that its +nal value  may be no less than the starting time 0. The
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Table 3
De+nitions of high-level programming language statements
Statement De+nition
v :=E ; v: [0 6 ∧ v=E[v0=v]∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
S1 ; S2 S1 ; S2
if B then
S1
else
S2
end if
if B→ (idle ; S1; idle) ¬B→ (idle ; S2 ; idle)
while B loop
S
end loop
do B→ (idle;S; idle) od ; idle
read(u; v) ; v: [(∃t ∈ T • 0 6 t 6 ∧ v= u(t))∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
write(w; E) : [0 6 ∧w()=E ∧ stable(w˜\{w}; 0; )]
delay until D : [D 6 ∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
v:= clock ; v: [0 6 v 6 ∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
deadline D : [6 D]
assume P : [P; true]
declare
v : T
begin
S
end
var v : T • idle ;(S ; idle)
‘stable’ predicate applies to the list w˜ of all output variables visible at this point in
the program, as de+ned by the alphabet of S. Given a list of timed-trace variables x˜,
and two times a and b in T, it is de+ned as follows:
stable(˜x; a; b)
def
! ∀t ∈ T • a ¡ t 6 b⇒ x˜(t) = x˜(a)
In other words, ‘stable’ states that variables x˜ remain unchanged throughout the time
interval from a to b. (Even though the assignment statement does not act on the output
variables w˜, the semantics of the timed re+nement calculus require us to explicitly state
the behaviour of each output variable in all time intervals [36].) We allow assignment
to be generalised to multiple assignment in the usual way [27].
Sequential composition ‘;’ does not consume time, so its de+nition is the standard
one.
In the if statement de+nition, statement S1 is selected if B is true, and S2 is selected
if B is false, as one would expect. An unusual feature, however, are the idle statements.
This auxiliary statement is de+ned as one that may change the current time , but leaves
output and local variables una<ected,
idle
def
!  : [0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
It is used whenever we want to state that (run) time may pass due to low-level actions
that are not visible to the high-level program [17]. The idle preceding statement S1,
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for instance, represents the time required to evaluate expression B and branch to this
statement. The idle following statement S1 represents the time required to branch past
the second alternative once the +rst has been executed. Similarly for the idle statements
before and after statement S2.
The de+nition of the while statement follows in the same vein. The idle before
statement S represents the time required to evaluate expression B and reach state-
ment S, and the idle after S represents the time required to branch back to the top
of the loop. The idle statement following the do · · · od loop accounts for the time
required to evaluate B for the last time, when it is false, and exit the whole con-
struct.
The read statement takes a value from input variable u and places it in local variable
v. Its de+nition states that it leaves all output variables w˜ unchanged, and that the +nal
value of v will equal the value of u at some time t, where t occurs between the starting
0 and +nishing  times of the statement. We cannot know exactly when the input will
be sampled during the execution of the statement.
The write statement takes the value of an expression E, involving local variables
only, and sends it to output variable w. Apart from possibly consuming time, it has the
e<ect of leaving the +nal value of the output variable, i.e., w(), equal to the value of
expression E. The de+nition also states that all other output variables are unchanged
while the write statement executes. However, the behaviour of output variable w itself
is unspeci+ed during the interval from 0 to .
The delay until statement stops progress of the program until at least time D. Its
de+nition merely says that the +nishing time  may be no less than D, and that all
output variables w˜ are unchanged. (This de+nition even allows time to go backwards,
if time D is in the past, although no implementation could achieve this.)
The clock function returns the current time and is used here to record this value in
a local variable v. The de+nition of this assignment states that the +nal value of v will
be somewhere between the starting and +nishing times of the statement itself, and that
the output variables w˜ are unchanged.
So far, none of the de+nitions has placed any upper bound on how long each
statement may take to execute. To allow for this, a striking feature of the real-
time re+nement calculus is a special deadline statement added to the programming
language to allow such bounds to be expressed [7]. A deadline statement with
argument D requires the program to reach the point in the code where the state-
ment appears by time D. Its de+nition requires that the current time  must be no
greater than D. However, since  may not be changed by the deadline statement it-
self (the frame is empty), it is formally a constraint on the preceding statement(s)
to achieve this e<ect [17]. A deadline statement is not executable, but represents
a compile-time requirement to prove that the program has this desired timing prop-
erty. Such proofs are possible for sequential programs using static analysis techniques
[7, 13]. This method of introducing timing requirements to a program is machine-
independent and allows the functional and timing constraints on programs to be kept
distinct [15].
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Table 4
De+nitions of input and output declarations
Statement Semantics
<declare
u : input T
begin
S
end=I(R)
(u∈T→ T ) ∧I ∧ <S=(I∧u∈T→T )(R)
<declare
w : output T
begin
S
end=I(R)
∀w • ((w∈T→ T ) ∧I)⇒ <S=(I∧w∈T→T )(R)
The programmer may also use the assume statement to document assertions that
are expected to be true at a certain point in the program, including time-dependent
properties [7].
(The frames of both the deadline and assume statements are empty, reFecting the
fact that they do not change any high-level language variables. They could therefore
be written more concisely as a coercion and an assumption, respectively. However,
we shall see below that our intermediate language model adds new variables to the
frame of each statement. In doing so it is convenient to treat the deadline and assume
statements in the same way as other statements, so in Table 3 we make their empty
frames explicit.)
The +nal statement in Table 3 shows that it is also important to consider the e<ect of
timing concerns on declarations. When declaring a local high-level language variable
v, of type T , its de+nition must account for the time required to allocate space for this
variable when the block is entered, and deallocate this space when the block is left
[16]. This is done by introducing two idle statements. (Keep in mind that the modelling
language’s ‘var’ declaration, like all the modelling language constructs, does not itself
consume time.)
To establish a context for a program fragment, we also allow input u and output w
variable declarations, distinguished by the respective keywords input and output appear-
ing before the type. The semantics of these declarations are given in
Table 4, with respect to some predicate R. In e<ect, these declarations tell us that
input and output variables are modelled as functions on the time domain, and make
this knowledge available to the semantics of the statement S within their scope.
2.4. A real-time intermediate language
Here we de+ne a target language for the compilation process. It is an intermediate
representation language, similar to, but more abstract than, the +nal machine code
[8]. In particular, instruction addresses are handled symbolically, and a simple stack-
machine model is used [26, 23], rather than anticipating a particular register set. This
approach supports machine-independent de+nitions [12, 32].
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Table 5
De+nitions of intermediate language instructions
Instruction De+nition
loadi! i pc; ds:=!; ds˙〈i〉
loadt! d pc; ds:=!; ds˙〈RT(d)〉
storei! v pc; ds; v:=!; fr(ds); lt(ds)
add! pc; ds:=!; fr2(ds)˙〈lt(ds) + lt2(ds)〉
sub! pc; ds:=!; fr2(ds)˙〈lt2(ds)− lt(ds)〉
lesseq! pc; ds:=!; fr
2(ds)˙〈max{lt2(ds)− lt(ds) + 1; 0}〉
jump ‘ pc:= ‘
jumpfalse! ‘ if lt(ds)= 0→ pc; ds:= ‘; fr(ds)
lt(ds) =0→ pc; ds:=!; fr(ds)

evali! E pc; ds:=!; ds˙〈E〉
evalb! B pc; ds:=!; ds˙〈RB(B)〉
evalt! D pc; ds:=!; ds˙〈RT(D)〉
alloc! c st:=st∪{c}
dealloc! c st:=st\{c}
time! pc; ds; : [pc=! ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ) ∧
(∃t ∈T • 06t6 ∧ ds= ds0 ˙〈RT(t)〉)]
sendi! w pc; ds; : [06 ∧ pc=! ∧ stable(w˜\{w}; 0; ) ∧
ds= fr(ds0) ∧ w()= lt(ds0)]
The target intermediate language is also a distinguished subset of the modelling nota-
tion. Firstly, we consider individual instructions [31, 18]. Each instruction is represented
by updates to machine-level constructs as shown in Table 5. Here, i is an integer-valued
constant or variable name; d is a time-valued constant or variable name; v is a local
high-level language variable of type integer; w is a high-level language integer output
variable; ‘ and ! are instruction-memory locations; E, B and D are integer, boolean and
time-valued high-level language expressions, respectively; and c is a character string
corresponding to the name of a high-level language variable. Importantly, the assign-
ment statements in Table 5 are ‘timed’ assignments of the form de+ned in Table 3 and
thus allow time to pass while an instruction executes.
The low-level constructs used in Table 5 are as follows:
• A (suOciently large) type A is introduced, representing the set of instruction memory
addresses.
• A program counter variable ‘pc’, of type A, is used for control Fow of the low-level
program.
• A data stack ‘ds’ is used to hold temporary values. It is a sequence of integers, i.e.,
of type ‘seqZ’. We use the following notations for manipulating sequences.
◦ 〈i; j; : : :〉—the sequence consisting of integers i, j, and so on
◦ #s—the length of sequence s
◦ s ˙ t—sequence s concatenated with sequence t
◦ fr(s)—the front of sequence s, i.e., all but the last element
◦ fr2(s)—all but the last two elements of sequence s, i.e., fr(fr(s))
◦ lt(s)—the last element in sequence s
◦ lt2(s)—the second last element in sequence s
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• When non-integer values are stored on the stack they must be transformed into
an appropriate integer representation. For each high-level type T , we assume an
appropriate representation function RT , of type T→Z, which achieves the necessary
transformation [30].
• A symbol table variable ‘st’ is used to keep track of those high-level language
variables which will ultimately be stored in main memory. Here st is merely a set
containing the names of variables currently in scope, where names are represented
by character strings from set S. At this level of abstraction we continue to use
modelling language variables as our ‘storage medium’. This has the advantage that
their type declarations are available to us during the re+nement [29]. Ultimately,
however, these variables will be ‘re+ned away’ and their role taken by elements in
a memory array.
The load-integer instruction loadi loads integer value i onto the data stack ds. Exe-
cuting the instruction also changes the program counter pc. Since instructions at the
intermediate level have yet to be assigned to speci+c addresses in memory, the sym-
bolic address ! of the following instruction is provided as a subscripted parameter
to each instruction’s de+nition. The load-time instruction loadt does the same thing
for a time value d; it uses the representation function RT to translate time d to an
appropriate integer representation so that it can be stored on the stack.
The store-integer instruction storei takes the last value from the stack and stores it
in variable v. (The instruction’s behaviour is unde+ned if the stack is empty. Indeed,
several of the instructions in Table 5 have unde+ned behaviour if the data stack contains
too few elements. However, the compilation rules introduced below guarantee that this
never happens.)
The add and subtract instructions, add and sub, respectively, add and subtract the
last two elements on the data stack, destroying these operands, and leaving the result
on the stack.
The less-or-equal instruction lesseq compares the last two stack elements, returning
‘true’ only if the last element is less than or equal to the second last one. We follow
the tradition of encoding ‘false’ by 0 and allowing any other number to represent ‘true’
[37, Section 7:3:3]. Expression lt2(ds) − lt(ds) + 1 will be positive only if inequality
lt2(ds)¿lt(ds) is true, otherwise the ‘max’ operator ensures that the result is 0.
The jump instruction jump unconditionally changes the program counter to address
‘. The jump-if-false instruction jumpfalse does so only if the last value on the stack
denotes ‘false’, otherwise it just advances to the next location !.
All of the instructions discussed so far can be translated directly into equivalent ma-
chine code. However, our intermediate language’s evaluate-integer-expression instruc-
tion evali denotes evaluation of a high-level language expression E, with the result
left on the data stack. As shown below, it needs to be decomposed into more prim-
itive instructions before machine code generation is possible. The evalb and evalt
instructions do the same thing for boolean and time-valued expressions, respectively.
The allocate and deallocate instructions, alloc and dealloc, manipulate the symbol
table st in order to keep track of which variable names are currently in scope. Here
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character string c is the name of a variable which is, respectively, added to and removed
from the st set. (In subsequent re+nements, these instructions would be replaced with
operations on the run-time stack or heap. Their presence thus reminds us that these
housekeeping activities will ultimately consume time.)
The +nal two instructions in Table 5 cannot be represented by assignments because
their de+nitions must refer to the current time. They are therefore both expressed as
speci+cation statements so that they can access time variable . The read-time instruc-
tion time reads the current (hardware clock) time and places it on the data stack. Its
predicate says that it updates the program counter pc and leaves all output variables
w˜ unchanged. It also adds a time value t to the stack, where t is some time between
the starting 0 and +nishing  times of the instruction. Representation function RT is
used to convert t to an integer representation.
The send-integer instruction sendi sends the value on the top of the data stack to
output variable w, here representing a hardware output port or register. It updates the
program counter, leaves all output variables other than w unchanged, pops the stack,
and ensures that w equals the value from the top of the stack by the time the instruction
+nishes.
The intermediate language model is completed by providing a way of constructing
target programs from the individual instructions introduced above. This requires both
a way of labelling instructions with their (symbolic) locations, and of linking lists of
instructions together, despite the presence of jump instructions which may mean that
instructions are not executed in their textual order.
Firstly, we allow any statement S in our modelling language to be pre+xed by a
label consisting of an instruction memory location :
 : S
def
!{pc = } ; S
Thus, the label states that we may assume the program counter equals  when statement
S begins.
A symmetric operator allows us to suOx statement S to express the requirement that
it must leave the program counter equal to location ! when it terminates.
S ↓ ! def! S ; [pc = !]
This is a coercion, forcing S to +nish with an appropriate program counter value. (The
de+nition assumes that variable pc is in the alphabet of statement S.)
Lastly, we de+ne the meaning of vertically displayed lists of two or more labelled
instructions, allowing for the fact that jumps may mean that the instructions are not
necessarily executed in their order of appearance, but are actually controlled by the
program counter:
‘1 : S1
‘2 : S2
def
! do pc = ‘1 → S1
pc = ‘2 → S2
od
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This generalises to an arbitrary number of statements in the obvious way. In e<ect,
the do · · · od statement acts as an interpreter for the list of labelled instructions, as
controlled by the special variable pc. Execution of this imaginary loop does not itself
consume time. All execution time overheads are accounted for in the individual in-
structions in Table 5. Although each statement Si on the right is no longer explicitly
labelled, it can still be treated as a labelled statement ‘i : Si when re+ned in the context
of the enclosing loop construct, thanks to the preceding guard pc= ‘i.
3. Compilation laws
Here we show a selection of re+nement laws for compilation of real-time programs,
together with some of the more interesting proofs of their correctness. The proofs are
not essential to understanding the compilation formalism, and may be skipped on +rst
reading. Indeed, some of them are quite complex, not only due to the need to reason
about time, but also because the implicit do · · · od loop surrounding lists of instructions
forces us to use +xed point reasoning. The proofs rely on the semantics introduced in
Section 2.1, and several small lemmas proven in the appendix.
A diOculty in de+ning the translation from high-level to intermediate language code
is that an intermediate language program has access to low-level variables that are not
visible to the high level. (Strictly speaking, the transformation required is an example of
data re+nement [10].) To make this explicit, we introduce a special priming annotation.
Let S be a high-level language statement from Table 3. Such statements may not refer
to low-level variables such as pc, ds or st. Let S ′ be statement S extended so that it
has access to these low-level variables. To do this, the low-level variables are added
to the frames of all ‘primitive’ statements contained in the de+nition of S. We de+ne
primitive statements to be the idle and speci+cation statements appearing on the right
in Table 3. In S ′ the program counter pc is added to the frames of all primitive
statements, and the data stack ds and symbol table st are added to the frames of all
primitive statements, except those used to de+ne the deadline and assume statements.
These two non-executable statements are excluded because neither of them can change
the system state at run time. For example, the primed version of a high-level language
assignment statement is de+ned as follows. Recall that v may not be any of pc, ds or
st, and that these variables may not appear free in E.
(v:=E)′
def
! ; v; pc; ds; st: [0 6  ∧ v = E[v0=v] ∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
The +rst compilation law introduces the low-level variables to a program represented
by a statement S, constructed from the operators de+ned in Table 3. The program is
assumed to be placed at location a and is required to leave the program counter pointing
to location z. Where a law needs a ‘fresh’ address, we require it to be a value from
set A distinct from any that has been used previously.
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Law 1 (Introduce low-level constructs). Let a and z be addresses, and pc, ds and st
be previously unused variable names:
S  var pc : A; ds : seqZ; st : PS •
(pc; ds; st := a; 〈〉; ∅;
a : S ′ ↓ z)
The multiple assignment statement that initialises the low-level variables is an ‘un-
timed’ one, as de+ned in the underlying modelling language.
Proof. Conceptually, the proof proceeds by structural induction on the statements in
our high-level programming language. However, recall from Table 3 that each such
programming language statement is de+ned in terms of one or more statements in the
underlying modelling language. We therefore instead perform the induction directly in
the modelling language, as this yields a simpler proof for the base cases. For this to
be valid, we require that the modelling language statements contain no references to
low-level variables pc, ds and st.
For the base case, assume that S is a primitive statement that can be expressed as
a speci+cation v˜: [P;Q], where reserved variables pc, ds and st do not occur in list v˜
or free in predicates P or Q. Also assume that primed statement (˜v: [P;Q])′ is de+ned
as v˜; pc; ds; st: [P;Q]. (The proof follows in the same way for the non-executable
deadline and assume statements, except that the frames exclude ds and st.) Let R
be a predicate with no free occurrences of zero-subscripted variables, or the reserved
variables pc, ds and st. We then show that the semantics of statement S, with respect
to R, implies the semantics of the right-hand side of Law 1. For brevity, we omit the
types of quanti+ed variables below. As a shorthand, let vector ‘˜ denote the list of
low-level declarations ‘pc : A; ds : seqZ; st : PS’:
<˜v : [P; Q]=(R)
≡ ‘since pc, ds and st do not appear free in P, Q or R’
∀pc; ds; st •
(pc = a ∧ ds = 〈〉 ∧ st = ∅)⇒ (pc = a ∧ <˜v: [P;Q]=(R))
≡ ‘since pc, ds and st do not appear free in Q or R’
∀pc; ds; st •
(pc = a ∧ ds = 〈〉 ∧ st = ∅)⇒
(pc = a ∧ <˜v; pc; ds; st: [P;Q]=(R))
≡ ‘via the de+nitions of statement labelling, Section 2.4,
and the priming annotation’
∀pc; ds; st •
(pc = a ∧ ds = 〈〉 ∧ st = ∅)⇒ <a : (˜v: [P;Q])′=(R)
V ‘via the proof of Lemma A.1’
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∀pc; ds; st •
(pc = a ∧ ds = 〈〉 ∧ st = ∅)⇒ <a : (˜v: [P;Q])′ ↓ z=(R)
≡ ‘by the semantics of variable declarations, assignment and
sequence, Section 2.1’
<var ‘˜ • pc; ds; st:=a; 〈〉; ∅ ; (a : (˜v: [P;Q])′ ↓ z)=(R)
The step case then applies to compound statements. For example, consider an alterna-
tive statement with boolean expression B and alternatives S1 and S2. Again, we require
that low-level variables pc, ds and st do not occur in B, S1 or S2. As a shorthand,
let statement ‘A’ denote the assignment ‘pc, ds; st:=a; 〈〉; ∅’.
<if B→ S1 ¬B→ S2 =(R)
≡ ‘by the semantics of if · · · , Section 2.1’
B⇒ <S1=(R) ∧ ¬B⇒ <S2=(R)
V ‘by the induction hypothesis, Si  var ‘˜ • (A ; (a : Si ↓ z))’
B⇒ <var ‘˜ • (A ; (a : S ′1 ↓ z))=(R) ∧
¬B⇒ <var ‘˜ • (A ; (a : S ′2 ↓ z))=(R)
≡ ‘since pc, ds and st do not appear in B’
∀pc; ds; st •
(pc = a ∧ ds = 〈〉 ∧ st = ∅)⇒
(B⇒ <a : S ′1 ↓ z=(R) ∧ ¬B⇒ <a : S ′2 ↓ z=(R))
V ‘via Lemma A.1, and semantics of variable declaration and labelling’
<var ‘˜ • (A ; (a : (if B→ S1 ¬B→ S2 )′ ↓ z))=(R)
The step cases for the other compound modelling language statements proceed simi-
larly.
The following four laws show how typical high-level language statements, bracketed
by distinct starting a and +nal z symbolic addresses, can be compiled to instruction
lists, controlled by the program counter. Owing to the way the real-time re+nement
calculus achieves a clean separation of timing and functional concerns [15], the laws
are a straightforward representation of typical compilation strategies. In the +rst law,
for integer assignment, E is an integer-valued high-level language expression and v is
a high-level language variable of type integer.
Law 2 (Compile integer assignment). Let b be a fresh address and I a predicate that
implies v∈Z and E ∈Z.
a : (v :=E)′ ↓ z I a : evalib E
b : storeiz v
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Proof. We undertake the proof by showing that the semantics of the right-hand side
of Law 2 is implied by the semantics of the statement on the left. Let R be a predicate
without free occurences of zero-subscripted variables, or variables d and t, which we
use temporarily to represent data-stack and time values. We begin with the semantics
of the implicit loop on the right of Law 2, combined with the initial assumption that
pc equals a from the left and the contextual information I:
I ∧ pc = a ∧
<do (pc = a→ evalib E pc = b→ storeiz v) od=I(R)
≡ ‘by instruction de+nitions, Table 5, and loop unfolding’
I ∧ pc = a ∧ <pc; ds := b; ds˙〈E〉 ; pc; ds; v := z; fr(ds); lt(ds)=I(R)
≡ ‘via de+nition of ‘:=’, Table 3, semantics of ‘ ; ’ and
speci+cation statements, Section 2.1, and by introducing fresh
temporary data stack d and time t variables’
I ∧ pc = a ∧
(∀pc; d; t •
(I ∧ 0 6 t ∧ stable(w˜; 0; t) ∧ d = ds0˙〈E〉 ∧ pc = b)⇒
(∀pc; ds; v;  •
(I ∧ t 6  ∧ stable(w˜; t; ) ∧ pc = z ∧ ds = fr(d) ∧
v = lt(d))⇒ R))[ds; =ds0; 0]
W ‘by removing conjunct ‘pc = b’ from antecedent and
adding st to quanti+er’
I ∧ pc = a ∧
(∀pc; d; t •
(I ∧ 0 6 t ∧ stable(w˜; 0; t) ∧ d = ds0˙〈E〉)⇒
(∀pc; ds; st; v;  •
(I ∧ t 6  ∧ stable(w˜; t; ) ∧ pc = z ∧ ds = fr(d) ∧
v = lt(d))⇒ R))[ds; =ds0; 0]
≡ ‘by merging universal quanti+ers’
I ∧ pc = a ∧
(∀pc; ds; st; d; ; t; v •
(I ∧ 0 6 t 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ) ∧ d = ds0˙〈E[v0=v]〉 ∧
pc = z ∧ ds = fr(d) ∧ v = lt(d))⇒ R)[v; ds; =v0; ds0; 0]
≡ ‘since d and t are not free in R, I or E ’
I ∧ pc = a ∧
(∀pc; ds; st; ; v • (I ∧ 0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ) ∧
pc = z ∧ v = E[v0=v])⇒ R)[v; =v0; 0]
≡ ‘by language de+nitions, Section 2’
<a : (v :=E)′ ↓ z=I(R)
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Law 3 (Compile sequence). Let b be a fresh address.
a : (S1 ; S2)′ ↓ z  a : S ′1 ↓ b
b : S ′2 ↓ z
Proof. The semantics of the left-hand side of Law 3 is shown by the following
equality:
<a : (S1 ; S2)′ ↓ z= 
 pc = a ∧ <S ′1 ; S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ <skip=):
To obtain the semantics of the right-hand side, which is de+ned iteratively, let X be
the least +xed point of the following function. Let T be a predicate transformer, and
F be a monotonic function on the predicate transformer lattice, i.e., F is a function
from predicate transformers to predicate transformers:
F(T ) def= pc = a⇒ <S ′1 ↓ b= ◦ T∧
pc = b⇒ <S ′2 ↓ z= ◦ T∧
pc ∈ {a; b} ⇒ <skip=:
By unfolding its +xed point X twice we obtain the following expression:
X 
 pc = a⇒ <S ′1= ◦ (pc = b⇒ X ) ∧
pc = b⇒ <S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ X ) ∧
pc ∈ {a; b} ⇒ <skip=

 pc = a⇒ <S ′1= ◦ (pc = b⇒ <S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ <skip=)) ∧
pc = b⇒ <S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ <skip=) ∧
pc ∈ {a; b} ⇒ <skip=:
The label on the left-hand side of Law 3 allows us to assume that the program counter
pc is initially equal to a. To complete the proof in this context, it is therefore suOcient
to show the following re+nement:
<S ′1 ; S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ <skip=)
4 ‘since S ′1  S ′1 ↓ b, by Lemma A.1’
<(S ′1 ↓ b) ; S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ <skip=)
4 ‘by semantics of ‘;’, Section 2.1’
<S ′1= ◦ (pc = b⇒ <S ′2= ◦ (pc = z ⇒ <skip=))
The law for compiling choices assumes that B is a boolean-valued high-level lan-
guage expression, and uses our convention that the representation function RB translates
‘false’ as ‘0’.
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Law 4 (Compile choice). Let b; c; d and e be fresh addresses. Assume that RB(false)
= 0 and RB(true) =0:
a : (if B then
S1
else
S2
end if)′ ↓ z
 a : evalbb B
b : jumpfalsec e
c : S ′1 ↓ d
d : jump z
e : S ′2 ↓ z
Proof. Let X be the least +xed point which de+nes the semantics of the right-hand
side of Law 4. Unfolding X four times leads to the following equivalence:
X 
 ‘via the instruction de+nitions, Table 5’
<pc; ds := b; ds˙〈RB(B)〉= ◦
(lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := e; fr(ds) ; S ′2 ↓ z= ∧
lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := c; fr(ds) ; S ′1 ↓ d ; pc := z=)
We then show that the semantics of the left-hand side of the law can be re+ned to equal
this expression (with the additional assumption that the program counter pc initially
equals a):
<a : (if B then S1 else S2 end if)′ ↓ z=

 ‘by statement de+nitions, Table 3, and semantics, Section 2.1’
pc = a ∧ B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′1 ; idle′ ↓ z= ∧ ¬B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′2 ; idle′ ↓ z=
4 ‘by Lemmas A.3 and A.2’
pc = a ∧
B⇒ <idle′ ; idle′= ◦ <S ′1 ; idle′ ↓ z= ∧ ¬B⇒ <idle′ ; idle′= ◦ <S ′2 ↓ z=
4 ‘by Lemmas A.4 and A.5’
pc = a ∧
<idle′= ◦ (B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′1 ; idle′ ↓ z= ∧ ¬B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′2 ↓ z=)
4 ‘via Lemma A.1, and since RB(B) = 0⇔ B ≡ true,
and by strengthening the postconditions of idle statements’
pc = a ∧ <pc; ds := b; ds˙〈RB(B)〉= ◦
(lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := c; fr(ds) ; S ′1 ↓ d ; pc := z= ∧
lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := e; fr(ds) ; S ′2 ↓ z=)
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Law 5 (Compile iteration). Let b; c and d be fresh addresses. Assume that RB(false)
= 0 and RB(true) =0:
a : (while B loop
S
end loop)′ ↓ z
 a : evalbb B
b : jumpfalsec z
c : S ′ ↓ d
d : jump a
Proof. Using the de+nition of while loops from Table 3, and the semantics of do · · · od
loops from Section 2.1, we observe that the following function de+nes the +xed point
of the iterative statement on the left of Law 5.
F(T ) def= B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′ ; idle′= ◦ T ∧ ¬B⇒ <skip=
Similarly, the do · · · od loop semantics, plus the instruction de+nitions from Table 5,
tell us that the +xed point of the (implicit) instruction-execution loop on the right-hand
side of Law 5 is de+ned by the following function G:
G(T ) def= pc = a⇒ <pc; ds := b; ds˙〈RB(B)〉= ◦ T ∧
pc = b⇒ (lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := z; fr(ds)= ∧
lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := c; fr(ds)=) ◦ T ∧
pc = c⇒ <S ′ ↓ d= ◦ T ∧
pc = d⇒ <pc := a= ◦ T ∧
pc ∈ {a; b; c; d} ⇒ <skip=
Let X and Y denote the least +xed points of functions F and G, respectively. Unfolding
the +xed point equation G(Y )
Y leads to the following function QG with Y as least
+xed point. Since we can assume pc= a, it is suOcient to state only the +rst conjunct
of QG:
QG(T ) def= pc = a⇒
<pc; ds:= b; ds˙〈RB(B)〉= ◦
(lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := z; fr(ds)= ∧
lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := c; fr(ds) ; S ′ ↓ d ; pc := a=) ◦ T ∧
pc = b⇒ : : :
The left-hand side of Law 5 consists of +xed point X bracketed by the properties
that the program counter pc initially equals a and must ultimately equal z. To complete
the proof it is therefore suOcient to prove the following re+nement on the respective
+xed points correct.
pc = a ∧ X ◦ <idle′ ↓ z=4 Y:
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To do so, we use induction over ordinal numbers  [1, Section 18:5] applied to the
functions F and G, and therefore seek to prove the following re+nement:
pc = a ∧ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z= 4 QG(⊥):
The proof by ordinal induction consists of three cases [1, Section 18:5].
• Base case with =0.
⊥ 4 ⊥
• Step case for a successor ordinal  + 1.
pc = a ∧ F+1(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z=

 ‘via de+nition of function F’
pc = a ∧
B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′ ; idle′= ◦ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z= ∧ ¬B⇒ <idle′ ↓ z=

 ‘by Lemmas A.3, A.4 and A.5’
pc = a ∧ <idle′= ◦ (B⇒ <idle′ ; S ′ ; idle′= ◦ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z= ∧
¬B⇒ <idle′ ↓ z=)
4 ‘by Lemma A.1, and strengthening the postconditions
of idle statements’
pc = a ∧
<pc; ds := b; ds˙〈RB(B)〉= ◦
(B⇒ <pc; ds := c; fr(ds)= ◦ <S ′ ↓ d= ◦
<pc := a= ◦ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z= ∧
¬B⇒ <pc; ds := z; fr(ds)=)

 ‘since lt(ds) = 0⇔ B ≡ true’
pc = a ∧
<pc; ds := b; ds˙〈RB(B)〉= ◦
(lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := c; fr(ds)= ◦ <S ′ ↓ d= ◦
<pc := a= ◦ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z= ∧
lt(ds) = 0⇒ <pc; ds := z; fr(ds)=)

 ‘by induction hypothesis on ’
pc = a ∧ QG+1(⊥)
4 QG
+1
(⊥)
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• Step case for a limit ordinal .
pc = a ∧ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z=

 pc = a ∧ (∨ ¡  • F(⊥)) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z=

 ‘by distributivity’
(∨ ¡  • (pc = a ∧ F(⊥) ◦ <idle′ ↓ z=))
4 ‘by induction hypothesis for  ¡ ’
(∨ ¡  • QG(⊥))

 QG(⊥)
The following law models compilation of a variable block, which declares high-level
language variable v of type T . Let S[vm=v] be statement S with all free occurrences of
variable name ‘v’ replaced by ‘vm’.
Law 6 (Compile variable block). Let b and c be fresh addresses; and vm be a variable
name that is not used in S:
a : (declare
v : T
begin
S
end)′ ↓ z
 var vm : T •
(a : allocb ‘v’
b : S ′[vm=v] ↓ c
c : deallocz ‘v’ )
On the right, the modelling language’s var operator declares a ‘logical’ version of
variable v, here renamed as vm. For the purposes of this paper we use this modelling-
language declaration to represent memory storage for the high-level language variable,
but subsequent re+nements will replace all occurrences of vm with a particular data
memory element. Renaming the bound variable does not alter the program’s semantics,
but serves as a reminder that the high-level language variable will ultimately be located
in data memory. Furthermore, the declaration records the type T , which will be needed
to determine v’s storage requirements.
Proof. The proof is straightforward, since the re+nement merely strengthens the idle
statements to perform appropriate updates to the symbol table st. We begin by stating
the semantics of the left-hand side of Law 6:
<a : (declare v : T begin S end)′ ↓ z=(R)
≡ ‘via declaration de+nition, Table 3, and semantics of ‘;’,
Section 2.1, and since x is not free in R or used in S ′’
pc = a ∧ (∀x • x ∈ T ⇒ <idle′=x∈T ◦ <S ′[x=v]=x∈T ◦ <idle′ ↓ z=x∈T )(R)
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V ‘by strengthening idle postconditions, Lemma A.1, and renaming’
pc = a ∧ <var vm : T • ( allocb ‘v’ ; S ′[vm=v] ↓ c ; deallocz ‘v’ )=(R)
This is suOcient since the last predicate transformer expression above is exactly what
we obtain from unfolding the right-hand side of Law 6 to +nd its +xed point.
The law for compiling an integer output statement is straightforward. Here w is a
high-level language output variable of type integer.
Law 7 (Compile integer write). Let b be a fresh address and I a predicate that im-
plies E ∈Z and w∈T→Z:
a : (write(w; E))′ ↓ z I a : evalib E
b : sendiz w
We can also de+ne a law for compiling a delay statement into a busy-wait loop. As
with any re+nement involving loops, care must be taken to ensure that each iteration
will make progress towards termination. Unusually, termination in this case is de+ned
with respect to the passage of time. The busy-wait will not terminate until the current
time exceeds the delay expression D. Therefore, we require that each iteration must
consume some +nite, non-decreasing amount of time. For generality, the instruction
de+nitions in Table 5 allow instructions to take zero time. This allows optimisations
in which particular instructions are ‘re+ned away’ if it can be shown that they are
not needed. Therefore, so that each iteration of our busy-wait loop consumes time, we
need to ensure that at least one of its instructions always takes a minimum time. To
do this, we introduce an annotation that constrains a statement S to take at least *
seconds. S will usually be an instruction from Table 5, although the de+nition works
for any statement with  in its frame:
*S def= |[var t : T • t := + * ; S ; [t 6 ]]|
This de+nition declares a local time-valued variable t, uses an (imaginary, untimed)
assignment to calculate the earliest acceptable +nishing time of statement S, assuming
that S must take at least * seconds, and then follows S with a coercion, forcing it to
terminate only with a current time value  no earlier than the calculated +nishing time.
Using this de+nition, one possible compilation law for delay until statements is as
follows. Here we assume that * is a (usually very small) non-zero duration, and we
arbitrarily choose to require that the jump instruction at the end of the busy-wait loop
takes at least this long to execute. For the purposes of this law we will assume that
the time type T is represented by the reals R, rationals Q or integers Z. Here D is
a time-valued high-level language expression. Since representation relation RT will be
used to convert times to a suitable integer representation, the law requires that RT
preserves the ordering of time constants.
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Law 8 (Compile delay until). Let b; c and d be fresh addresses and context I imply
D∈T. For any two values t1 and t2 in T, assume that RT(t1) 6 RT(t2) implies
t1 6 t2.
a : (delay until D)′ ↓ z I a : timeb
b : evaltc D
c : lesseqd
d : *jumpfalsez a
The generated code on the right is rather ineOcient since it re-evaluates unchanging
expression D at every iteration, and thus unnecessarily increases the potential overrun
of the delay, but is suOcient for the purposes of exposition. This redundancy was nec-
essary since the lesseq instruction destroys its operands. (We could avoid reevaluating
D by introducing ‘duplicate’ and ‘pop’ instructions [23, p. 36] to our target language
so that D need be computed only once, and then copied as required for each iteration.)
For brevity, the above laws relied on the evali, evalb and evalt instructions to
evaluate high-level language expressions. The following laws mimic code generation
strategies for expression evaluation [37, Section 7:3:2] and thus allow these ‘abstract’
instructions to be eliminated. Here E1 and E2 are integer-valued expressions.
Law 9 (Evaluate integer addition). Let b and c be fresh addresses and I a predicate
that implies E1; E2 ∈Z.
a : evaliz (E1 + E2) I a : evalib E1
b : evalic E2
c : addz
The law for subtracting values of type time imposes a requirement on the represen-
tation of time values on the data stack. Here D1 and D2 are time-valued expressions.
Law 10 (Evaluate time subtraction). Let b and c be fresh addresses and context I
imply D1; D2 ∈T. Assume that RT(D1 − D2) equals RT(D1)−RT(D2).
a : evaltz (D1 − D2) I a : evaltb D1
b : evaltc D2
c : subz
Law 11 (Evaluate integer less or equal). Let b and c be fresh addresses and context
I imply E1; E2 ∈T:
a : evalbz (E1 6 E2) I a : evalib E2
b : evalic E1
c : lesseq z
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The following law assumes that i is an integer constant or the name of an integer-
valued variable.
Law 12 (Evaluate integer).
a : evaliz i  a : loadiz i
The following law assumes that d is a time constant or the name of a time-valued
variable.
Law 13 (Evaluate time).
a : evaltz d  a : loadtz d
When the various re+nement laws above are repeatedly applied, they generate a
nested series of labelled instruction lists. To eliminate this nesting, and achieve a
program structure closer to the +nal machine code, the following law allows ‘inner’
statements to be moved to an ‘outer’ list.
Law 14 (Flatten nested instruction lists).
{pc = c} ; (a : (S1 ; [pc = c])
b : (b : S2
c : S3))
 (a : (S1 ; [pc = c])
b : S2
c : S3)
On the left is a list of two statements, where the second statement is itself a list.
(This second statement is labelled by b, as is its +rst component—application of
the preceding laws will always generate nested labels of this form.) The goal is to
re+ne this to the single list shown on the right. Care must be taken, however, that
the control Fow of the program remains una<ected. To enforce this, two restrictions
are introduced on the left to ensure that when the statement labelled c is moved
to the outer list, it cannot be executed in situations where it could not have been
previously. Firstly, an assumption states that the program counter must not initially
equal the inner address c. Secondly, a coercion is used to ensure that outer state-
ment S1 does not leave the program counter equal to c. As long as these two condi-
tions hold, we are free to move the inner statement labelled c as shown. Moreover,
the preceding re+nement rules always generate lists that obey these two constraints,
so Law 14 can be applied at any time, without the need to test these conditions.
Law 14 generalises readily to the case where there are multiple ‘inner’ and ‘outer’
statements.
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Proof. As a preliminary step, we +rst de+ne some functions on predicate transformers,
and name their +xed points. Function H below corresponds to the instruction list on
the right-hand side of Law 14, and we let Z be the least +xed point of H :
H (T ) def= pc = a⇒ <S1= ◦ (pc = c⇒ T ) ∧
pc = b⇒ <S2= ◦ T ∧
pc = c⇒ <S3= ◦ T ∧
pc =∈ {a; b; c} ⇒ <skip=
Function F corresponds to the inner list on the left-hand side of Law 14, and we let
X denote its least +xed point:
F(T ) def= pc = b⇒ <S2= ◦ T ∧
pc = c⇒ <S3= ◦ T ∧
pc =∈ {b; c} ⇒ <skip=
Function W corresponds to the outer list on the left-hand side of Law 14:
W (T1; T2)
def= pc = a⇒ <S1= ◦ (pc = c⇒ T2) ∧
pc = b⇒ T1 ◦ T2 ∧
pc =∈ {a; b} ⇒ <skip=
We can then combine function W and X (the least +xed point of function F) to de+ne
function G, which corresponds to the whole left-hand instruction list in Law 14. Let
Y denote the least +xed point of function G:
G(T ) def= W (X; T )
Given these de+nitions, our goal is to then prove the following re+nement correct:
pc = c ∧ Y 4 Z
Following ordinal induction [1, Section 18:5], we next de+ne the following predicate
transformers Z, corresponding to the base, step and limit cases:
Z0
def= ⊥
Z+1
def= W (F+1(⊥); Z)
Z
def= (∨ ¡  • Z) for a limit ordinal 
For these predicate transformers we claim the following properties:
pc = c ∧ Z 4 Z for every ordinal  (1)
F.(⊥) ◦ Z 4 Z for all ordinals .;  (2)
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We +rst show that re+nement (1) for a certain ordinal  implies re+nement (2) for 
and all ordinals .. For this we assume pc = c∧Z4Z for some ordinal  and prove
re+nement (2) by induction over ..
• Base case with .=0:
F0(⊥) ◦ Z

 ⊥ ◦ Z

 ⊥
4 Z
• Step case for a successor ordinal .+ 1:
F.+1(⊥) ◦ Z

 pc = b⇒ <S2= ◦ F.(⊥) ◦ Z ∧
pc = c⇒ <S3= ◦ F.(⊥) ◦ Z ∧
pc =∈ {b; c} ⇒ Z
4 ‘by induction hypotheses (2) and (1) for  and .’
pc = b⇒ <S2= ◦ Z ∧
pc = c⇒ <S3= ◦ Z ∧
pc =∈ {b; c} ⇒ Z

 H (Z)

 Z
• Step case for a limit ordinal :
F(⊥) ◦ Z

 (∨. ¡  • F.)(⊥) ◦ Z
4 ‘by induction hypothesis (2) for . ¡ ’
(∨. ¡  • Z)

 Z
The proof is then completed by showing re+nement (1) by induction over the ordinals.
• Base case with  = 0:
pc = c ∧ Z0

 pc = c ∧ ⊥

 ⊥
4 Z
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• Step case for a successor ordinal  + 1:
pc = c ∧ Z+1

 pc = c ∧W (F+1(⊥); Z)

 pc = c ∧ (pc = a⇒ <S1= ◦ (pc = c⇒ Z) ∧
pc = b⇒ F+1(⊥) ◦ Z ∧
pc =∈ {a; b} ⇒ <skip=)
4 ‘by induction hypotheses (1) and (2) for . =  + 1 and ’
4 pc = c ∧ (pc = a⇒ <S1= ◦ (pc = c⇒ Z) ∧
pc = b⇒ Z ∧
pc =∈ {a; b} ⇒ <skip=)

 pc = c ∧ H (Z)

 pc = c ∧ Z
• Step case for a limit ordinal :
pc = c ∧ Z

 pc = c ∧ (∨ ¡  • Z)

 ‘by distributivity’
(∨ ¡  • (pc = c ∧ Z))
4 ‘by induction hypothesis (1) for  ¡ ’
(∨ ¡  • Z)

 Z
4. Example
As a concrete example, consider the high-level language program fragment in Fig. 1.
It is a ‘transmitter’, intended to send the sequence of numbers from 1 to 10 via output
port x. It also has strict timing requirements to satisfy the demands of a corresponding
receiver program. The nth number must be placed in the output bu<er by time n, and
must remain there for at least 0:8 s. Fig. 2 illustrates the desired timing behaviour of
the transmitter:
In Fig. 1 these timing constraints are expressed by three special real-time statements.
Firstly, an assumption states the precondition that the transmitter code is expected to
be started by no later than time 0. If the code begins too late, it would be impossi-
ble to transmit the +rst value in time. Secondly, a deadline statement documents the
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declare
x : output integer
begin
...
assume 6 0 ; -- assumed starting time
declare
n : integer
begin
n := 1 ;
while n6 10 loop
write(x; n) ;
deadline n ; -- complete writing nth value by time n
n := n+ 1 ;
delay until n− 0:2 -- leave nth value until time n+ 0:8
end loop
end
end
Fig. 1. High-level language transmitter program.
Fig. 2. Required output behaviour of transmitter program.
requirement that writing the nth number must be completed by time n. This is a
constraint on the write statement preceding this point in the program. Thirdly, the
requirement that the output bu<er remains undisturbed for at least 0:8 s is achieved by
the delay until statement which prevents the program from proceeding, and possibly
overwriting x, until 0:2 s before the (n+ 1)th character is due to appear.
(The expression in the delay until statement is ‘n−0:2’, not ‘n+0:8’, because n has
been incremented by the preceding assignment. The programmer could equally well
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have placed the assignment statement after the delay until to yield a more readable
program [13]. However, doing so may make it harder to satisfy the desired timing
behaviour. As shown in Fig. 1, the assignment statement makes the delay until state-
ment’s job easier, since the time taken to perform the assignment reduces the amount
of time by which the program must delay. However, putting the assignment after the
delay until statement e<ectively adds to the ‘lateness’, or ‘overrun’, of the delay, pos-
sibly making it impossible to meet subsequent deadlines.)
Compilation of this program proceeds by mechanical application of the laws de+ned
in Section 3. As a +rst step, the low-level variables are introduced and the outermost
sequential composition operator is compiled. The global output declaration implicitly
tells us the type of free variable x:
Program from Fig: 1 ‘by Laws 1 and 3’
var pc : A; ds : seqZ; st : PS •
(pc; ds; st:=a; 〈〉; ∅ ;
(a : (assume 6 0)′ ↓ b
b : (declare n · · · end)′ ↓ z))
Next, the block at location b that declares integer variable n is compiled into in-
structions representing allocation and deallocation of memory space for the variable.
All occurrences of high-level language variable n are replaced with references to the
corresponding ‘memory location’ nm:
Statement b ‘by Law 6’
var nm : Z •
(b : allocc ‘n’
c : (n:=1; while · · · end loop)′[nm=n] ↓ d
d : deallocz ‘n’)
Another application of the sequential composition law partitions the body of the block,
at location c, into the initial assignment statement and the while loop:
Statement c ‘by Law 3’
c : (nm:=1)′ ↓ e
e : (while · · · end loop)′[nm=n] ↓ d
Compilation of the assignment statement that now resides at location c and initialises
n to 1 is completed using two laws:
Statement cnm∈Z ‘by Laws 2 and 12’
c : loadif 1
f : storeie nm
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Compilation of the while loop also proceeds by straightforward application of the ap-
propriate law:
Statement e ‘by Law 5’
e : evalbg (nm 6 10)
g : jumpfalseh d
h : (write · · · delay until n− 0:2)′[nm=n] ↓ i
i : jump e
Compilation of the instruction that now sits at location e and evaluates the boolean
expression guarding the loop is also straightforward:
Statement enm∈Z ‘by Laws 11 and 12’
e : loadij 10
j : loadik nm
k : lesseqg
The four high-level language statements in the loop body can be formed into an ‘in-
struction’ list. (Such steps clearly demonstrate the value of being able to mix high-
and low-level concepts in a compilation-as-re+nement formalism.)
Statement h ‘by Law 3’
h : write(x; nm)′ ↓ ‘
‘ : (deadline nm)′ ↓ m
m : (nm := nm + 1)′ ↓ p
p : (delay until nm − 0:2)′ ↓ i
Compilation of the assignment statement that increments n again exercises the laws for
assignment statements and expression evaluation. For readability, we also Fatten the
resulting nested lists:
Statement mnm∈Z ‘by Laws 2, 9, 12 and 14’
m : loadiq nm
q : loadir 1
r : adds
s : storeip nm
The statement now at location h, i.e., the beginning of the loop body, that writes the
value of variable n to output port x is compiled in two steps:
Statement h(x∈T→Z∧nm∈Z) ‘by Laws 7 and 12’
h : loadit nm
t : sendi‘ x
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Next we wish to compile the delay statement, and the delay expression itself. However,
Law 8 requires our representation of time values to obey the property that for any two
times t1 and t2; RT(t1) 6 RT(t2) implies t1 6 t2. Also, to use Law 10 to compile
the delay expression, we will be required to show that for any integer n, RT(n− 0:2)
equals RT(n)−RT(0:2). One way of satisfying both of these requirements is to assume
that the time domain T is represented by the real numbers R, and the representation
function RT has the property that for any time t, and integer i, that RT(t)= i if and
only if t is in the interval [i ∗ 0:2; (i + 1) ∗ 0:2). In other words, this ensures that our
measure of time advances at least every 0:2 s. Thus, these requirements establish a
worst-case bound on the granularity of the hardware clock in the target architecture.
Given this assumption, the delay statement is compiled into a tight loop that waits
for the time on the hardware clock to equal or exceed the delay expression. In order
to apply Law 8 we require a minimum execution time for each iteration. Let * be a
non-zero duration, which is no greater than the cycle time of the target architecture.
By choosing such a small value, we ensure that this timing constraint will not inhibit
any potential code optimisations to the loop:
Statement pnm∈Z ‘by Law 8’
p : timeu
u : evaltv (nm − 0:2)
v : lesseqw
w : *jumpfalsei p
Finally, the time-valued delay expression itself can be evaluated:
Statement unm∈Z ‘by Laws 10 and 13’
u : loadto nm
o : loadty 0:2
y : subv
At this point we have compiled all executable high-level language statements to a
nested series of intermediate-language instruction lists. Our formalised ‘compilation’
is completed by expanding the scope of the nested declaration for variable nm, and
applying Law 14 to Fatten the program structure. The resulting intermediate language
program is shown in Fig. 3.
5. Translation to machine code
The intermediate language program in Fig. 3 is not directly executable, but the steps
required to translate such a program to executable machine code, or even to interpret
it [26], are well established in compiler technology. For instance, recent representa-
tions of particular machine instruction sets, like MIPS R3000, SPARC, Alpha or Intel
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var pc : A; ds : seqZ; st : PS; nm : Z •
(pc; ds; st := a; 〈〉; ∅;
(a : (assume 6 0)′ ↓ b — assumed starting time
b : allocc ‘n’ — enter variable block
c : loadif 1 — initialise n
f : storeie nm
e : loadij 10 — evaluate loop condition
j : loadik nm
k : lesseqg
g : jumpfalseh d
h : loadit nm — write n to output port x
t : sendi‘ x
‘ : (deadline nm)′ ↓m — reach here by time n
m : loadiq nm — increment n
q : loadir 1
r : adds
s : storeip nm
p : timeu — delay until time n− 0:2
u : loadto nm
o : loadty 0:2
y : subv
v : lesseqw
w : *jumpfalsei p
i : jump e — return to top of loop
d : deallocz ‘n’ )) — exit variable block
Fig. 3. Compiled intermediate language code for the transmitter.
Pentium Instructions within a uni+ed model [34, 32] show how intermediate represen-
tations such as ours can be instantiated for speci+c architectures:
(1) Symbolic instruction locations must be instantiated with actual addresses (but no
addresses need be reserved for the non-executable assume and deadline ‘instruc-
tions’, since no machine code will be produced for them).
(2) memory array must be introduced with elements for each ‘vm’ variable. All oc-
currences of each such variable must be replaced by references to the corre-
sponding data memory address. The actions of the allocate and deallocate in-
structions, alloc and dealloc, must be extended to perform appropriate ma-
nipulation of this new data structure as we enter and exit the scope of each
variable.
(3) The data stack used to hold temporary variables must be replaced by the partic-
ular register set available on the target machine. This may involve introducing
instructions for spilling register contents to main memory [5] if the number of
registers available is less than the maximum depth of the stack. Furthermore,
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the range of data values must be restricted to the particular word size of the
target machine, and appropriate checks introduced for arithmetic overFows, if
needed.
(4) Our intermediate-language instructions must be replaced with particular machine
instructions for the target architecture. Since each such instruction has known
execution-time bounds, de+ned by the machine’s manufacturer, we can then use
static Fow analysis to divide the overall program into a set of +nite, sequen-
tial paths, and perform cycle-counting on the +nal code for each such path to
guarantee that the timing requirements documented by the remaining assume and
deadline statements will always be met [7; 13; 25]. Once this has been done,
these non-executable statements can be eliminated. In Fig. 3, this includes the
two statements at locations a and ‘. Both may be deleted once timing anal-
ysis is completed. Symbolic locations a and b are thus synonyms, as are ‘
and m.
6. Current work
Encoding compilation laws in the re+nement calculus has bene+ts other than prov-
ing the correctness of high-to-low-level code transformations. An important part of
any compiler is its global optimisation strategy [8, 37]. The principles governing such
optimisations can be expressed as equivalence-preserving transformation laws on high-
level language program segments. In our formalism, we have already proven well-
known laws for commuting independent statements, combining adjacent delay until
[30, p. 99] and deadline statements [30, p. 102], ‘hoisting’ duplicated code out of if
constructs [8, p. 652], and ‘factoring’ loop-invariant code out of while statements [8,
Section 16:3:1; 37, Section 7:5:4]. This work is ongoing.
Similarly, many ‘peephole’ optimisation rules can be expressed and proven cor-
rect as equivalence-preserving laws of intermediate-language instruction sequences in
our calculus. Although most peephole optimisation principles are speci+c to particular
instruction sets or addressing modes, some general laws can still be modelled at the in-
termediate language level. These include collapsing jump chains, removing unreachable
instructions, and deleting useless instructions such as addition of 0 or multiplication
by 1 [37, Section 7:5:6].
7. Conclusion and related work
We have combined an existing compilation formalism [24, 6] with a new real-time
re+nement calculus [15, 17] to create a formal compilation model for real-time pro-
grams. The approach avoided machine-speci+c detail by exploiting the real-time re-
+nement calculus’ ability to express machine-independent timing constraints. Instead,
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a signi+cant degree of abstraction was maintained by targeting an intermediate, stack-
machine representation, with embedded timing statements.
The idea of modelling program compilation as a formal development process has
been widely discussed [21, 11, 22, 9, 14, 31, 3, 18, 20, 33, 30, 29]. Most of the approaches
supply source and target languages with a common semantics and present the compi-
lation process as a set of provably correct algebraic transformation rules. Rarely have
timing properties been considered [11, 9, 30].
One of the +rst approaches to prove correctness of compiling speci+cations by using
algebraic laws was given by Hoare [21], using a set of theorems in the form of Horn
Clauses to de+ne the translation from source to target language.
Norvell [31] presents the translation of a simple source language to machine lan-
guage by interpreting source and machine language programs as boolean expressions.
This way, the source and target language share a common semantics and the abstract
compiler can be speci+ed by the logical relationship between its input and output.
Notably large scale approaches include the UK-based safemos [4] and the Euro-
pean ProCoS projects [18, 20] which developed elaborate, multi-layered formalisms for
modelling program compilation. The ProCoS project looked at all phases between spec-
i+cation and machine code. The development strategy is independent of any particular
component and all transformation stages are proven within one semantic framework.
MRuller-Olm [9, 30] integrated real-time properties into the ProCoS methodology.
Closely related to the ProCoS concept and our work is Sampaio’s approach to com-
pilation [33] which is independent of any particular target architecture and is based on
a predicate transformer semantics. Both the source and target language are expressed
with the help of Dijkstra’s guarded commands and the compilation rules are formally
veri+ed against the underlying predicate transformer semantics. However, Sampaio does
not consider timing properties.
Also similar to our approach, Morrisett et al. [29] propagate important information
about high-level types during the compilation process. They use operational semantics
to model the compilation of a variant of the polymorphic -calculus to typed assembly
language. The framework consists of a set of provably correct algebraic transformation
rules between di<erent -calculi and does not consider real-time properties.
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Appendix. Proofs of lemmas
In this appendix we prove the handful of small lemmas used in Section 3.
To do so, we make frequent use of the semantics of the idle statement de+ned in
Section 3. From the semantics of a speci+cation statement in Table 2, and the weakest
precondition de+nition in Table 1, we can deduce the semantics of idle with respect
to a predicate R as follows:
<idle= (R) ≡ (∀ • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ R)[=0]:
The +rst lemma tells us that, given a statement S from the high-level language de+ned
in Table 3, we can force it to +nish with the program counter equal to any chosen
+nal address z.
Lemma A.1 (Introduce +nal address).
S ′  S ′ ↓ z
Proof. The proof is by induction over our high-level language. For the base case,
consider a primitive statement S from Table 3 that can be expressed as a speci+cation
statement v˜: [P;Q], with S ′ equivalent to v˜; pc; ds; st: [P;Q]. Recall that the program
counter pc is a reserved variable that may not appear in high-level language statement
S, and hence cannot be free in predicate Q:
S ′ ‘from de+nition of priming annotation, Section 3’
v˜; pc; ds; st: [P;Q]
 ‘by strengthening the postcondition [27, p. 8]’
v˜; pc; ds; st: [P;Q ∧ pc = z]
‘by separating the coercion [27, p. 67]’
v˜; pc; ds; st: [P;Q] ; [pc = z]
‘by de+nition of ‘↓’, Section 2.4’
S ′ ↓ z
In particular, this allows us to conclude that idle′  idle′ ↓ z, where idle is the auxiliary
real-time language construct de+ned in Section 2.3. The step case of the proof is then
completed for compound statements in Table 3 by noting that they always end with
an idle statement, intended to allow for low-level implementation overheads, such as
updating the program counter. Consider, for example, an alternative statement:
(if B then S1 else S2 end if)′
‘by de+nition of alternative statement, Table 3’
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if B→ (idle′ ; S ′1 ; idle′) ¬B→ (idle′ ; S ′2 ; idle′) 
 ‘by the base case’
if B→ (idle′ ; S ′1 ; (idle′ ↓ z)) ¬B→ (idle′ ; S ′2 ; (idle′ ↓ z)) 
‘by extracting the common coercion’
(if B→ (idle′ ; S ′1 ; idle′) ¬B→ (idle′ ; S ′2 ; idle′) ) ; [pc = z]
‘by de+nition of alternative statement, Table 3’
(if B then S1 else S2 end if)′ ↓ z
Similarly for the other compound statements in Table 3.
The next lemma states that a requirement to idle for some unspeci+ed period of time
may be satis+ed by the nil action skip, which occurs instantaneously.
Lemma A.2 (Don’t idle).
idle′  skip
Proof. This is a straightforward re+nement. The idle′ statement updates no high-level
language variables, but may change low-level variables arbitrarily, and may advance
time. The skip statement is a special case of this in which no variables are changed,
and time does not advance:
idle′ ‘by de+nition of idle, Section 2.3’
pc; ds; st; : [0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; )]
 ‘by contracting the frame [27, p. 55]’
: [ =  ∧ stable(w˜; ; )]
‘by de+nition of stability, Section 2.3’
: [true]
‘via semantics of skip, Section 2.1’
skip
The following lemma states that two sequentially composed periods of idleness may
be combined into one.
Lemma A.3 (Compose idles).
idle′ ; idle′  idle′
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Proof. The proof proceeds by predicate calculus on the semantics of the idle′ statement
with respect to some post-condition R. Assume that predicate R has no free occurrences
of zero-subscripted variables, or variable t:
<idle′= (R)
≡ ‘by semantics of idle’
(∀pc; ds; st;  • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ R)[=0]
≡ ‘by introducing an intermediate time t’
(∀pc; ds; st; ; t •
(0 6 t 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; t) ∧ stable(w˜; t; ))⇒ R)[=0]
≡ (∀pc; ds; st; ; t •
(0 6 t ∧ stable(w˜; 0; t))⇒
((t 6  ∧ stable(w˜; t; ))⇒ R))[=0]
≡ (∀pc; ds; st; t •
(0 6 t ∧ stable(w˜; 0; t))⇒
(∀pc; ds; st;  • (t 6  ∧ stable(w˜; t; ))⇒ R))[=0]
≡ ‘by semantics of ‘;’, Section 2.1, and idle’
<idle′ ; idle′= (R)
The following lemma is used to show that a period of idleness may be moved
backwards over the evaluation of a boolean expression B. To allow this, we require
that B refers to local, high-level language variables only.
Lemma A.4 (Idle over guard). Assume that reserved variables pc; ds; st and  do
not occur free in boolean expression B:
B⇒ <idle′= 
 <idle′= ◦ (B⇒ <skip=)
Proof. We assume a post-condition predicate R with no free occurrences of zero-
subscripted variables:
B⇒ <idle′= (R)
≡ ‘by semantics of idle’
B⇒ (∀pc; ds; st;  • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ R)[=0]
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≡ (∀pc; ds; st;  • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ (B⇒ R))[=0]
≡ ‘by semantics of idle’
<idle′= (B⇒ R)
≡ ‘since <skip=(R) ≡ R, Section 2:1’
(<idle′= ◦ (B⇒ <skip=)) (R)
The +nal lemma notes that the idle statement’s semantics is conjunctive.
Lemma A.5 (Idle conjunctive).
<idle′= (R1 ∧ R2) ≡ <idle′= (R1) ∧ <idle′= (R2)
Proof. The proof is straightforward:
<idle′= (R1 ∧ R2)
≡ ‘by semantics of idle’
(∀pc; ds; st;  • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ (R1 ∧ R2))[=0]
≡ ‘by predicate calculus’
(∀pc; ds; st;  • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ R1)[=0] ∧
(∀pc; ds; st;  • (0 6  ∧ stable(w˜; 0; ))⇒ R2)[=0]
≡ ‘by semantics of idle’
<idle′= (R1) ∧ <idle′= (R2)
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